
Log Line: What could a fallen tree branch mean to a child? It could be a powerful sword ready 

to conquer any battle, or a lovely flute waiting to sing a happy tune. For a child, the possibilities 

are endless. For a child, the imagination can do wonders. 

 

Khloe’s Klubhouse, a television show targeted for kids ages 3-7, focuses on getting children 

to use their imaginations through the art of live storytelling in a theatrical setting. My 

primary goal is to get kids proactive with their imaginations and bodies by finding ordinary 

objects and transforming them into an adventurous tale. Khloe’s Klubhouse also hopes to teach 

children the value of live theater by recreating the traditional “story time” through performance 

rather than by simply reading or listening. Khloe’s Klubhouse is designed to allow children to 

feel that what they see on the screen can be easily done in their own homes-they too can take a 

fallen branch and, with the help of their imaginations, turn it into something magical. 

 

The Story: Khloe’s Kluhouse opens with Khloe and her two friends, Molly and Benji, who 

discover a magical book of stories belonging to Ms. Stella the Storyteller inside their clubhouse. 

After dropping the precious book and causing all the pieces of each story to fall out and jumble 

up, the kids use a theatrical stage to act out new adventures to fill the book’s blank pages. In each 

episode, Khloe and her friends pull out three random objects from color-coded bins and, by using 

their imaginations and a suggestion of location from Ms. Stella, use those items to guide them in 

creating and performing a story on this magical stage. Ms. Stella will interrupt the performance 

periodically to check in with the audience asking if the viewers can detect the prop being used in 

the story. Each tale is full of fun and surprises, but also leaves everyone with meaningful lessons 

relating to social interaction, moralistic values, and relationship building tools. 

 

The show will also encourage its viewers to use their imaginations and send in their own ideas of 

how they would transform a common object. These answers will be featured in each episode 

through animation. We hope to inspire children to take an interest in expressing themselves and 

performing. 

 


